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FICTION
Weaveworld

Clive Barker
Barker turns from his usual horror to epic-length fantasy
for this account of the Fugue, a magical land inhabited by
descendants of supernatural beings who once shared the
earth with humans. The Fugue has been woven into a
carpet for protection against those who would destroy it;
the death of its guardian occasions a battle between good
and particularly repulsive evil forces for control of the
Fugue. Weaveworld is rich with memorable characters,
exciting situations, and pockets of Barker's trademark
horror. The fine style and handling of mythological themes
carry the reader to a satisfying conclusion. Both horror and
fantasy fans will enjoy this sure-fire best seller. (Library

Journal)

“Imaginative.” – Cynthia

A Great and Terrible Beauty
Libba Bray

Young Adult Fiction

In the opening scene of this novel set in Victorian times,
narrator Gemma Doyle walks the streets of Bombay, India,
with her mother on her 16th birthday. By the end of the
second chapter, her mother is dead, and Gemma has
envisioned just how it happened. Gemma's visions intensify
while at school, where she soon learns of an age-old Order
of sorceresses who can open doors between worlds.
Meanwhile, the girls of school are preparing for their
"season," when they will be trotted out before wealthy
bachelors in hopes of securing a good marriage. Bray
brilliantly depicts a caste system as a deeper and darker
horror than most things that go bump in the night. A
delicious, elegant gothic. (Publishers Weekly)
Recommended by Stacie

FICTION
A Salty Piece of Land

Jimmy Buffett
Tully Mars, an ex-cowboy turned guide at an island resort,
undertakes various sojourns around the Caribbean, to
Mayan ruins, a jungle safari camp, and a spring break
bacchanal in Belize. Nothing much happens, except that
Tully meets a parade of colorful natives and expatriates.
There are glimmers of plot-bounty hunters, loves lost and
found, but mostly Tully has little to do but savor the
accommodations and atmospherics of tourist locales while
the sea washes him with waves of love, happiness and
maturity. This book is as cheery and tropical as Buffet's
music. (Publishers Weekly)
“As irresistible as his songs!” – Cynthia

Your House Will Pay: A Novel

Steph Cha
When Grace Park's mother, Jung-Ja, is targeted in a driveby shooting, Grace discovers the truth about her family's
pivotal role in the 1992 L.A. riots. Amid growing tension
between Asian shop owners and their African American
customers, Grace's mother shot and killed Ava Matthews, a
teenage girl accused of shoplifting and assault. Fleeing
backlash, Jung-Ja changed her name and hid in the
suburbs. Shawn, Ava’s younger brother, is optimistic about
his cousin Ray's reunion with his mother, wife, and the
teenage twins Shawn has helped raise during Ray's time in
prison. But the past won't go away, and Shawn and Ray
face police scrutiny for Jung-Ja's shooting. A gripping,
thoughtful portrayal of family loyalty, hard-won redemption,
and the destructive force of racial injustice. (Booklist)
Recommended by Allison
The all-time best seller among Washington
political fiction, Advise and Consent by Allen
Drury was the top-selling book of 1960 and
remained on the New York Times best seller list

NONFICTION
The Great Bridge: The Epic Story of the Building of the
Brooklyn Bridge

David G. McCullough
974.71 M133
In the years around 1870, the concept of building a bridge
between Manhattan and Brooklyn required a vision and
determination comparable to that which went into the
building of the great cathedrals. Throughout the fourteen
years of its construction, the odds against the successful
completion of the bridge seemed staggering. Bodies were
crushed and broken, lives lost, political empires fell, and
surges of public emotion constantly threatened the project.
But this is not merely the saga of an engineering miracle; it
is a sweeping narrative of the social climate of the time and
of the heroes and rascals who had a hand in either
constructing or exploiting the surpassing enterprise.
(Simon and Schuster)
“McCullough is the consummate historian, weaving an
intricate account of how the construction of our American
infrastructure takes place.” – Edell

Decision Points by George W. Bush was the
best-selling book of 2010. Bush began writing it
the day after he left office, and he was paid $7
million for the first 1.5 million copies.

NONFICTION
The Forgotten 500: The Untold Story of the Men Who Risked
All for the Greatest Rescue Mission of World War II

Gregory A. Freeman
940.5421 F855
Bombing of the Ploiesti, Romania oil refineries, a key
German resource, started in 1942. Allied pilots sustaining
damage frequently bailed out over Serbia in Germanoccupied Yugoslavia, where the resistance and others hid
them. By 1944, more than 500 were stranded and slowly
starving. The OSS concocted the daring Operation Halyard
to airlift them, but they had to construct a landing strip
without tools and without alerting the Germans or
endangering local villagers. Evoking the rescuees'
successive desperation, wild hope, and joy, and their
gratitude to the Serbians who risked their lives to help,
Freeman produces a breathtaking popular account.

(Booklist)

Recommended by Joey

One Day: The Extraordinary Story of an Ordinary 24 Hours
in America

Gene Weingarten
973 W423
Each day is remarkable in its own way. Weingarten chose a
date at random—Dec. 28, 1986—and then found people for
whom its events indelibly stamped all the days that
followed. Some of his entries give memorable glimpses of
celebrities, but Weingarten offers equally vivid profiles of
the less well known. They include Prentice Rasheed, a
Miami shopkeeper who accidentally electrocuted a burglar
with a homemade booby trap; Brad Wilson, who walked
away after his helicopter flipped over and crashed during a
fishing trip; and Eva Baisey, who had implanted in her body
the heart of a dead murderer. A slice of American life
carved out by a master of the form. (Kirkus)
Recommended by Sue G.

FICTION
The City of Brass

S.A. Chakraborty
To survive on the streets of 18th-century Cairo, Nahri, a
young con artist, lives by luck and skill. While she carries
out her trades of palm and tea leaf readings, along with
healings, she knows them to be just tricks, not magic—until
the night she summons a djinn warrior during one of her
cons. She embarks on an unexpected journey to the fabled
Daevabad, the City of Brass, where the six djinn tribes still
reside. However, its magical brass walls cannot protect
against the growing darkness that lurks within.
Chakraborty's grasp of Middle Eastern history, folklore, and
culture inspires a swiftly moving plot, richly drawn
characters, and a beautifully constructed world. (Library

Journal)

“A great mixture of mythology, action, and romance.”
– Emily

Run Away

Harlan Coben
Wall Street financial adviser Simon Greene and his
pediatrician wife have a perfect life by all outward
appearances—except that they haven't seen their drugaddicted daughter, Paige, in six months. When by chance
Simon spots Paige panhandling in Central Park, he
approaches her, but Aaron Corval, her junkie boyfriend,
who he believes is holding her against her will, confronts
him, and the two get into a fight. When Aaron later turns up
dead in an abandoned house in the Bronx, Simon and his
daughter become suspects in his murder. The breakneck
pacing and audaciously intricate story line will have
readers on the edge of their seats. (Publishers Weekly)
Recommended by Stacie

FICTION
The Never Game

Jeffery Deaver
Colter Shaw is a reward seeker. Parents, husbands, wives
offer rewards for the safe return of their missing loved
ones; Colter finds the missing people and claims the
rewards. Not, perhaps, the most altruistic of vocations, but
Colter, the son of survivalist parents, is very good at what
he does. He navigates the duplicitous world of Silicon
Valley to find a missing woman; when another person goes
missing, Shaw realizes this is much more than one case of
kidnapping. Shaw is a carefully constructed character with
a rich backstory, and the story is full of twists and rightangle turns. Deaver is a hit maker who always delivers the
goods. (Booklist)
“Deaver is truly a master of suspense.” – Nina

The Wives

Tarryn Fisher
Thursday is in a polygamous relationship, the second of
three wives of Seth, a builder who divides his time between
his offices and wives in Seattle and Portland. A nurse who
lives in Seattle, Thursday knows Seth's rules against
snooping into the lives of the other wives, both of whom live
in Portland. But with just one night a week with Seth,
jealousy gets the better of her, and she manages to identify
and meet the others. When an argument with Seth turns
physical, Thursday ends up in a hospital psych ward trying
to determine what is real and what is not. An intriguing plot
takes some sharp twists in the search for the elusive truth
in this fast-reading domestic thriller. (Booklist)
Recommended by Cathy

NONFICTION
They Called Us Enemy

George Takei
92 T136
Takei has spoken publicly about his childhood experiences
in internment camps during WWII, and this graphic memoir
tells that story again with a compelling blend of nostalgia
and outrage. Takei, together with Justin Eisinger and
Steven Scott, interweaves scenes of his adult realizations
and reflections, as well as key speeches and historical
events of the period, among the accounts of his childhood,
which is very effective at providing context for those
memories. This approachable, well-wrought graphic
memoir is important reading, particularly in today's political
climate. (Booklist)
Recommended by Allison

Men We Reaped: A Memoir

Jesmyn Ward
92 W259
In five years, Jesmyn Ward lost five young men in her life to
drugs, accidents, suicide, and the bad luck that can follow
people who live in poverty. And as she began to write about
the experience of living through all the dying, she realized
the truth -- they died because of who they were and where
they were from, because they lived with a history of racism
and economic struggle that fostered drug addiction and the
dissolution of family and relationships. As the sole member
of her family to leave home and pursue higher education,
she writes about this parallel American universe with the
objectivity distance provides and the intimacy of utter
familiarity. (Bloomsbury)
Recommended by Sue G.

NONFICTION
Know My Name: A Memoir

Chanel Miller
92 M6473
She was known to the world as Emily Doe when she
stunned millions with a letter. Brock Turner had been
sentenced to just six months in county jail after he was
found sexually assaulting her on Stanford’s campus. Her
victim impact statement was posted on BuzzFeed,
translated globally, and read on the floor of Congress; it
inspired changes in California law and the recall of the
judge in the case. Her story illuminates a culture biased to
protect perpetrators, indicts a criminal justice system
designed to fail the most vulnerable, and, ultimately, shines
with the courage required to move through suffering and
live a full and beautiful life. (Penguin Random House)
Recommended by Joan

How Tough Could It Be? The Trials and Errors of a
Sportswriter Turned Stay-at-Home-Dad
Austin Murphy
92 M978
Murphy, a senior writer for Sports Illustrated, has a waycool gig, covering all the major sports, but he decided to
take a six-month sabbatical as a stay-at-home dad while his
wife pursued her career, also as a writer. The result is
hardly a surprise: Murphy learns that domestic engineering
is a tough job and that mixing love with discipline is even
tougher. There are the usual comic set pieces involving offto-school chaos and terrible dinners, but somehow Murphy
keeps it fresh with self-deprecating humor, a genuine
desire to connect with his kids on a higher plane than
middle-aged playmate, and a crisp style that incorporates
some of the absurdist sensibilities of Dave Barry. (Booklist)
Recommended by Kelly

FICTION
Before the Fall

Noah Hawley
When a corporate jet carrying 11 crashes into the ocean
just 16 minutes into a nighttime flight, only two people
survive—Scott Burroughs, a middle-aged former drunk and
minor artist, and a four-year-old boy. Scott saves the boy,
swimming to shore and into a frenzy of media-shaped hero
worship, federal investigations of terrorism and criminal
activity, and sudden media-driven accusations of financial
exploitation. Hawley cleverly uses flashback chapters for
each of the passengers, including those with curious pasts.
This is a gritty tale of a man overwhelmed by unwelcome
notoriety, with a stunning, thoroughly satisfying conclusion.

(Publishers Weekly)

“A great thriller!” – Joey

The World That We Knew

Alice Hoffman
Recently made a widow by the Gestapo and desperate to
get her daughter, Lea, out of Germany, Hanni Kohn hires
Ettie, a rabbi’s adolescent daughter, to make a female
golem who must protect Lea at all costs. Ettie becomes a
Resistance fighter set on avenging her younger sister’s
killing by Nazis. Lea, under the golem’s supernatural care,
escapes the worst ravages of the war. While Lea’s
experiences toughen and mature her, Ettie never stops
mourning her sister but finds something like love with a
gentle gentile doctor. Representing both fierce maternal
love and the will to survive, Ava forces Lea and Ettie to
examine their capacities to make ethical choices and to
love despite impossible circumstances. (Kirkus)
Recommended by Sue G.

FICTION

NONFICTION

Verity

Colleen Hoover
Jeremy
Crawford,
husband
of
bestselling
author Verity Crawford, has hired struggling writer Lowen
Ashleigh to complete the remaining books in a successful
series his injured wife is unable to finish. Lowen uncovers
an unfinished autobiography Verity never intended anyone
to read, with pages of bone-chilling admissions. Lowen
decides to keep the manuscript hidden from Jeremy, but as
her feelings for him begin to intensify, she recognizes all
the ways she could benefit if he were to read his wife's
words. After all, no matter how devoted Jeremy is to his
injured wife, a truth this horrifying would make it impossible
for him to continue to love her. (book jacket)
Recommended by Joan

Cover Her Face: An Adam Dalgliesh Mystery

P.D. James
Headstrong and beautiful, the young housemaid Sally Jupp
is put rudely in her place, strangled in her bed behind a
bolted door. Coolly brilliant policeman Adam Dalgliesh of
Scotland Yard must find her killer among a houseful of
suspects, most of whom had very good reason to wish her
ill. Cover Her Face is P. D. James's electric debut novel, an
ingeniously plotted mystery that immediately placed her
among the masters of suspense. (www.goodreads.com)
Recommended by Maura

Love Story by Erich Segal was the
best-seller of 1970. The film version
grossed
received

almost
seven

nominations.

$200

million

Academy

and

Award

My Father Left Me Ireland: An American Son’s Search for
Home

Michael Brendan Dougherty
92 D732
Dougherty delivers a meditation on belonging, fatherhood,
and nationalism, through a series of letters to his estranged
Irish father. The child of an Irish man and an Irish-American
woman who split up soon after he was born, Michael
Brendan Dougherty grew up with an acute sense of
absence. He loved his mother but longed for his father, who
only occasionally returned from Ireland for visits. He was
happy enough in America, but desperately wanted the
sense of cultural belonging that his Irish half-siblings
seemed to enjoy. When his first child was born, Dougherty
knew he wanted to give her that kind of solid connection to
her heritage. He began to study Gaelic, buried himself in
Irish history, and learned old songs to sing to his daughter.
Dougherty offers a new way for all of us to think about who
we are, where we came from, and where we're going.
(Penguin Random House)
Recommended by Joey

Sounds Like Titanic: A Memoir

Jessica Chiccehitto Hindman
92 H662
Hindman traveled the country, performed on PBS, even
went to China as an ensemble violinist for the man she calls
"the Composer." Getting paid to play for crowds of adoring
fans, the instrument she'd traversed mountains to learn as
a kid at first helped her overlook the Composer's unique
take on live performance: Hindman and her fellow
musicians played almost inaudibly while prerecorded
music blasted audiences with the Composer's pennywhistle
-heavy creations. Hindman, who now teaches writing,
plants her addictive, confessional, and often-funny memoir
in a fertile discussion of authenticity and Americanness in
the aftermath of 9/11. Far-reaching, insightful, and
unputdownable. (Booklist)
Recommended by Allison

NONFICTION
Voices in the Ocean: A Journey Into the Wild and Haunting
World of Dolphins

Susan Casey
599.53 C338
Casey embarks on an investigation into the world of
dolphins, impressing the reader with her curiosity and
thrilling sense of discovery as she travels the world to learn
about these unique creatures. She describes early
research into the brain science of dolphins and traces the
origins of dolphin captivity and showcasing. She also
explores the cultural significance of dolphins in different
cultures, such as the members of the Chumash nation, who
considered dolphins to be their direct relatives. But the
most compelling aspect of the book is Casey's investigation
of the current plight of dolphins and the seriously ruined
state of the world's oceans. (Publishers Weekly)
“Dolphins are universally intriguing animals down through
the centuries.” – Edell

Gmorning, Gnight! Little Pep Talks for Me and You

Lin-Manuel Miranda
811.6 M672
Miranda’s followers on Twitter know that he begins each
day with an inspirational, motivational Gmorning tweet, and
ends with a Gnight. The best are collected here in a book
that will bring a smile to even the most committed
curmudgeon's face. Ranging from the silly to the
straightforward, each demonstrates his playful lyricism.
They reveal an infectious enthusiasm for our inherent
uniqueness, something Miranda celebrates like a twentyfirst-century Mr. Rogers, emphatic but never treacly. When
the world is bringing you down, Gmorning, Gnight! will
remind you that you are awesome. (Booklist)
Recommended by Allison
Who Moved My Cheese?, a motivational
business fable by Spencer Johnson, was the
best-selling non-fiction book of 2000. It was
originally released in 1998 and spent over 200
weeks on the Publishers Weekly list.

FICTION
The Last

Hanna Jameson
Historian Jon Keller and a small group of others have
decided to stay in place at a Swiss hotel in response to
reports of nuclear attacks devastating major cities in the
U.S. and Europe. They have been surviving for nearly two
months on the supplies left in the hotel when a young girl's
body turns up in a drinking water tank. Jon feels compelled
to ferret out the killer while also documenting life in the
hotel, processing the likely death of his family, and
maintaining the alliances that will keep him sane and alive.
Jameson succeeds in evoking a palpable, immanent sense
of tension in a story that's equal parts drama and lockedroom murder mystery. (Publishers Weekly)
“Fast-paced, unfortunately plausible, and honest. I read it
in 24 hours.” – Nina

A Free Life
Ha Jin

Nan Wu, a Chinese graduate student in Boston, drops out
after the Tiananmen Square massacre. He would like to
abandon his marriage, too, but his sense of duty toward
Pingping and their young son is stronger than his desire for
passion and the freedom to write poetry. He and Pingping
work hard, live frugally, and strive to understand their
baffling new world. Nan remains deeply conflicted over his
longing for art and his commitment to pragmatism until his
ruminations on everything from the lives of birds to the
differences between Chinese and English precipitate a
profound liberation. Capacious, pointillistic, empathic, and
tender, Ha Jin's tale of one immigrant family's odyssey in
America affirms humankind's essential mission, to honor
life. (Booklist)
“A good insight into a Chinese immigrant’s experience
adjusting to life in America.” – Joey

FICTION
To Dance With the White Dog

Terry Kay
Sam Peek’s beloved wife of fifty-seven years, Cora, has
died, and his children are anxious. No one knows how Sam
will survive. When Sam begins telling his children about a
dog who is invisible to everyone else, his children are sure
that grief and old age have finally overcome their father.
But whether the dog is real or not, Sam, “one of the
smartest men in the South when it comes to trees,”
outsmarts everyone. Sam and the White Dog dance from
the pages of this bittersweet novel and straight into the
reader’s heart as the two share the mystery of life and
begin together a warm and moving final rite of passage.
(Washington Square Press)
Recommended by Stephanie

Monarch Manor

Maureen Leurck
When she arrives at her late grandmother’s Wisconsin
home to prepare for an estate sale, Erin Marinelli finds
something that captures her attention: a yellowed envelope
of old photographs. Intrigued, Erin looks further into her
family's history, and discovers parallels to her present‑day
life. The boy in one of the pictures, John Cartwright, and his
mother, Amelia, are presumed to have drowned together in
Geneva Lake, beside Amelia’s family home. Monarch Manor
still stands, though the once-grand Queen Anne house is
now in ruins, slated for demolition. Seeking respite from her
own exhausting battle to get the best care for her autistic
son, Will, Erin delves even deeper into the past—unearthing
a story that is both heartbreaking and surprising.
(Kensington)
Recommended by Marnie

NONFICTION
18 Tiny Deaths: The Untold Story of Frances Glessner Lee
and the Invention of Modern Forensics

Bruce Goldfarb
363.25 G618
Journalist Goldfarb takes an eye-opening look at the crucial
role played by heiress Frances Glessner Lee in the
development of U.S. scientific crime examination. Goldfarb
puts Lee's achievements in perspective by showing how, as
recently as the early 20th century, there were no
requirements of expertise on the part of the officials in
charge of death investigations. In 1929, Lee decided to use
her financial resources to reform the system after
reconnecting with an old friend, George Magrath, who had
studied legal medicine in Europe. In addition to funding
Magrath's research, Lee used her skills at making
miniatures to recreate crime scenes in exquisite detail as a
teaching tool. Lee became a forceful proponent of death
investigations becoming the responsibility of trained
medical examiners. Goldfarb's storytelling gifts will lead
readers of insightful true crime to hope he will write more in
the field. (Publishers Weekly)
“A fascinating look into the world of forensics and a woman
pioneer in the field.” – Edell

American Prison: A Reporter’s Undercover Journey Into
the Business of Punishment

Shane Bauer
365.973 B344
Bauer spent four months working as a corrections officer at
a private, for-profit prison in Winnfield, LA, in order to
document the daily reality of incarceration in this country.
This work weaves that experience with the long history of
for-profit incarceration in the United States, a history that
grew alongside chattel slavery and eventually replaced it
as the nation's primary source of unfree labor. In addition
to documenting the abuse of inmates, this book also
exposes how the majority of prison staff also live on the
economic margins. Bauer tells a powerful story at a
moment when Americans are asking hard questions about
the use and abuse of incarceration. (Library Journal)
“Insightful!” – Edell

NONFICTION
Before and After: The Incredible Real-Life Stories of
Orphans Who Survived the Tennessee Children’s Home
Society
362.734 C5554

Judy Pace Christie
From the 1920s through 1950, Georgia Tann ran a blackmarket baby business at the Tennessee Children's Home
Society in Memphis. The publication of Lisa Wingate's novel
Before We Were Yours brought new awareness of Tann's
lucrative career in child trafficking. Adoptees who knew
little about their pasts gained insight into the startling facts
behind their family histories. Encouraged by their contact
with Christie, who documented the fifteen family stories in
this book, many determined survivors set out to trace their
roots and find their families. Wingate and Christie tell of
first meetings that are all the sweeter and more intense for
time missed, and of families from very different social
backgrounds reaching out to embrace better-late-thannever brothers, sisters, and cousins. (Baker & Taylor)
Recommended by Stacie

The Poisoner’s Handbook: Murder and the Birth of Forensic
Medicine in Jazz Age New York

Deborah Blum
363.25 B658
Blum makes chemistry come alive in her enthralling
account of two forensic pioneers in early 20th-century New
York. Blum follows the careers of Dr. Charles Norris,
Manhattan's first trained chief medical examiner, and
Alexander Gettler, its first toxicologist. Before the advent of
forensic toxicology, which made it possible for the first time
to identify poisons in corpses, Gettler learned the telltale
signs of everything from cyanide to the bright pink flush
that signals carbon monoxide poisoning. With the pacing
and rich characterization of a first-rate suspense novelist,
Blum makes science accessible and fascinating.

(Publishers Weekly)

“A fascinating look at the development of forensic science.
Absolutely enjoyable.” – Rachel

FICTION
Station Eleven

Emily St. John Mandel
Mandel's ambitious, magnificent novel examines the
collapse of civilization after a deadly flu wipes out most of
the world's population. Mandel anchors the story to Arthur
Leander, a famous actor who dies of a heart attack while
playing King Lear on stage. We see glimpses of Arthur's life
years before his passing, and then we follow characters
whose lives Arthur touched in some way. In this
postpandemic time, people live in gas stations and motels,
curate museums filled with cell phones and car engines,
and treasure tabloids and comic books. Mandel's vision is
not only achingly beautiful but also startlingly plausible.

(Booklist)

“I liked how the author portrayed the connectedness of the
characters.” – Marnie

The Nanny Diaries: A Novel
Emma McLaughlin and Nicola Kraus

The difference between a baby-sitter and a nanny is the
employer's income. If your boss makes seven figures,
you're definitely a nanny. Here, the nanny's real name is
Nanny, and her charge is four-year-old Grayer Addison X.
College student Nanny wanted a 12-hour-a-week gig, but
soon enough, she is soon working triple-overtime attending
"Family Day" at preschool and being asked by a "LongTerm Development Consultant" what "methodology" she
follows in dressing young Grayer. Things only get worse
when Mr. X's mistress expects Nanny to help facilitate her
employer's affair. This is a fast-paced, witty, and thoroughly
entertaining tale. (Booklist)
Recommended by Kelly

FICTION
One of Us Is Lying

Young Adult Fiction
Karen M. McManus
A smart, twisted, and unpredictable YA mystery that will
have readers guessing until the very end. This debut novel
follows four high school students thrown together in
detention with the creator of their school's gossip app. All
of them come out alive. The creator doesn't. And now they
are all suspects in his murder. Each student takes a turn at
narrating, and tension builds as secrets are revealed in a
way that mirrors the gossip app. Who is telling the truth?
Who is lying? McManus uses alternating viewpoints to tell
the story. A strong selection for teens interested in
contemporary YA mysteries and thrillers. (School Library

Journal)

“An excellent locked room puzzle with an ending I did NOT
see coming!” – Nina

The Silent Patient
Alex Michaelides

NONFICTION
Dignity: Seeking Respect in Back Row America

Chris Arnade
362.5 A742
Arnade almost literally wandered into a photojournalism
career, taking long walks after his day job as a trader,
which eventually led him to the Bronx's Hunts Point
neighborhood. Within a couple of years, he left Wall Street
to document life there and in other places with a reputation
as “a place you shouldn't visit”. Crisscrossing the U.S., he
meets people eager to talk and be photographed. In
chapters on themes like racism, addiction, and religion, he
organizes their stories, along with his uncaptioned color
photographs of people posing, gathering, hugging, praying,
and shooting up, as well as unpeopled landscapes. Arnade
offers no tidy conclusions, and his work is bound to
provoke reaction, discussion, and perhaps controversy.

(Booklist)

Recommended by Joey

Alicia Berenson is a famous painter, living a life with her
handsome fashion-photographer husband, Gabriel. With a
gorgeous house and that perfect marriage, Alicia couldn't
be happier. Until one day Gabriel comes home late from
work, and Alicia shoots him in the face. In the brutal
aftermath that leads to an indefinite stay in a psychiatric
hospital, Alicia mutely accepts her punishment. Forensic
psychotherapist Theo Faber is put in charge of her therapy;
however, since the night of the shooting, she hasn't spoken
a word. The Silent Patient is emotionally chilling and
intense, with a twist that will make even the most seasoned
suspense reader break out in a cold sweat. (Booklist)
Recommended by Joan and Stacie
The best-selling fiction book of
1980
was
Covenant
by
James
Michener, who reportedly stole many
of his ideas for the South African
novel from author Errol Lincoln
Uys.

Charles Kuralt’s A Life on the Raod was the bestselling non-fiction book of 1990. It was inspired
by Kuralt’s regular feature on The CBS Evening
News, which in turn was inspired by John
Steinbeck’s Travels with Charley.

NONFICTION
The World-Ending Fire: The Essential Wendell Berry

Wendell Berry
338.1 B534W
Berry is the philosopher and the prophet of agriculture,
community, stability, and friendship, and there is nothing
sentimental or utopian anywhere in his advocacy of those
things. Rather, he is humbly empirical and precise about
America's great delusions. Turn to that profound diagnosis
of organized misuse of the land, "The Unsettling of
America," and to its quarter-century-later sequel, "The
Agrarian Standard." Proceed to Berry's review of the
literary correlative to that unsettling "Writer and Region,"
with its striking insights into Mark Twain's success and
failure in Huckleberry Finn. When the going seems to be
getting heavy, try "A Few Words for Motherhood," centered
on birthing a calf, or "The Rise," on being in a canoe on a
suddenly risen big river. There is much more, all, yes,
essential. (Booklist)
“A nice introduction to the thoughts of Wendell Berry.”
– Joey

Scarcity: Why Having Too Little Means So Much

Sendhil Mullainathan and Eldar Shafir 338.521 M958
The struggle for insufficient resources concentrates the
mind for better and, mostly, worse. The authors examine
how scarcity in many forms, from poverty and scheduling
pressures to dieters' food cravings and loneliness force the
brain to focus on alleviating pressing shortages and thus
reduces the mental "bandwidth" available to address other
needs, plan ahead, exert self-control, and solve problems.
The result of perpetual scarcity, they contend, is a life
fixated on agonizing trade-offs, crises, and preoccupations
that impose persistent cognitive deficits and reinforce selfdefeating actions. Mullainaithan and Shafir present an
insightful, humane alternative to character-based accounts
of dysfunctional behavior, one that shifts the spotlight from
personal failings to the involuntary psychic disabilities that
chronic scarcity inflicts on everyone. (Publishers Weekly)
“Fascinating! For fans of Freakonomics and Evicted.” –
Nina

FICTION
Conviction

Denise Mina
Anna McDonald fled her personal problems in London and
started over in Glasgow nine years earlier. She's now
engrossed in true-crime podcasts such as Death and the
Dana, about a murdered family, a sunken yacht named
the Dana, and a wrongful conviction. After Anna's partner,
Hamish, runs away with her best friend, Estelle, she and
Estelle's despondent husband embark on a road trip,
bingeing Death and the Dana while investigating its claims.
Anna soon discovers that she has multiple ties to the tale.
When a picture of her and Fin goes viral on social media,
dangerous figures from Anna's past get on their trail. Mina
delivers a metafictional marvel that both endorses and
exemplifies the power of storytelling. (Publishers Weekly)
Recommended by Cathy

The Tattooist of Auschwitz: A Novel
Heather Morris

This compelling debut is based on the life of Lale Sokolov, a
Slovakian Jew imprisoned for almost three years at
Auschwitz-Birkenau, where he served as the tattooist
marking prisoners. Soon after the 25-year-old arrives at
Birkenau, he contracts typhus and is left for dead. Rescued
by fellow inmates and Pepan, an older French man and
tattooist, Lale learns Pepan's trade. His sole mission is to
survive the unbelievable horrors, until he meets young Gita.
Then he vows to marry her. Despite the bleakness and
death surrounding them, Lale and Gita's passionate love
blooms in their precious moments alone. Historical fiction
and memoir fans will be gripped by this unforgettable
Holocaust story. (Library Journal)
Recommended by Cathy

FICTION
The Giver of Stars

Jojo Moyes
When Alice marries the charming, athletic Bennett Van
Cleve, she imagines bustling city life in America, so unlike
her staid English existence. But when she gets to
Baileyville, Kentucky, she finds her peers are suspicious
and gossipy, her house is a shrine to Bennett's late mother,
and her father-in-law sleeps in the room next door.
Desperate and lonely, she surprises herself by volunteering
to help with the new Baileyville Packhorse Library. Of
course, spreading education and information, especially to
the womenfolk, threatens the man who runs the coal mine—
Alice's father-in-law. There are tears and laughter in this
homage to the power of reading and the strength of
community. (Booklist)
“It was a page-turner.” – Marnie

Her One Mistake: A Novel
Heidi Perks

Charlotte and Harriet bonded over losses in their individual
pasts and over the daily trials of raising a family. When
Harriet wants to take a bookkeeping class, Charlotte jumps
at the chance to help her. She takes Harriet's daughter,
Alice, to a festival at the local school, and then, in the
instant Charlotte looks at her phone, Alice disappears. The
novel is divided into two parts, and the primary character in
each speaks in first person. The innovative structure
bounces around in time, as well, keeping the reader
engaged and guessing as everyone tries to find out where
Alice went and who is at fault. (Booklist)
Recommended by Cathy

NONFICTION
Talking to Strangers: What We Should Know About the
People We Don’t Know

Malcolm Gladwell
302 G543T
In this thoughtful treatise, Gladwell aims to figure out the
strategies people use to assess strangers—to "analyze ,
critique them, figure out where they came from, figure out
how to fix them," in other words: to understand how to
balance trust and safety. He uses a variety of examples
from history and recent headlines to illustrate that people
size up the motivations, emotions, and trustworthiness of
those they don't know both wrongly and with misplaced
confidence. Gladwell writes in his signature colorful, fluid,
and accessible prose. Readers will find this both
fascinating and topical. (Publishers Weekly)
Recommended by Maura

Hit Makers: The Science of Popularity in an Age of
Distraction
Derek Thompson
302 T469

Thompson tackles the daunting subject of how products
come to dominate the culture in this interdisciplinary romp
that delves into many facets of the entertainment industry
as well as industrial design, art history, publishing, and
politics. He supports the well-established argument that the
Internet has dethroned the gatekeepers who once guided
culture and entertainment, presenting his case with verve
and a lightning chain of compact anecdotes that highlight
how abruptly social media has changed the world. This
book will appeal to pop-culture enthusiasts and anyone
interested in the changing media landscape. (Booklist)
Recommended by Maura

FICTION
Still Life With Woodpecker
Tom Robbins

Still Life with Woodpecker is a sort of a love story that takes
place inside a pack of Camel cigarettes. It reveals the
purpose of the moon, explains the difference between
criminals and outlaws, examines the conflict between
social activism and romantic individualism, and paints a
portrait of contemporary society that includes powerful
Arabs, exiled royalty, and pregnant cheerleaders. It also
deals with the problem of redheads. (Penguin Random
House)
“A unique sense of humor.” – Cynthia

Where’d You Go, Bernadette: A Novel

Maria Semple
Semple pieces together a modern-day comic caper full of
heart and ingenuity. Eighth-grader Bee is the daughter of
Microsoft genius Elgin Branch and Bernadette Fox, a oncefamous architect who has become a recluse in her Seattle
home. Bee has a simple request: a family cruise to
Antarctica as a reward for her good grades. A day before
the trip, Bernadette disappears, and Bee gathers clues in
the hopes of finding where she went. The result is a
compelling composite of a woman's life—and the way she's
viewed by the many people who share it. The overarching
mystery deepens with each page until the thoroughly
satisfying dénouement. (Publishers Weekly)
Recommended by Maura

FICTION
The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society

Mary Ann Shaffer and Annie Barrows
In January 1946, London is beginning to recover from
World War II, and Juliet Ashton is looking for a subject for
her next book. She receives a letter from a man on
Guernsey, the British island occupied by the Germans, who
had found her name on the flyleaf of a book. So begins a
correspondence that draws Juliet into the community of
Guernsey and the members of the Literary and Potato Peel
Pie Society, who share their unique love of literature and
life with their newfound friend. This is a warm, funny,
tender, and thoroughly entertaining celebration of the
power of the written word. (Library Journal)
“A beautifully written, engaging story. This book is my
favorite book to recommend.” – Rachel

Sourdough: A Novel

Robin Sloan
Sloan introduces us to Lois Clary, a software engineer at an
ambitious, San Francisco-based robotics company, whose
life gets fantastically redirected by a sourdough starter.
Soon, Lois is planning her life around baking bread,
building the perfect oven and eventually getting invited to
join a mysterious new food emporium that aims to redefine
how we eat. She even works out a deal to buy a robot arm
from her company to help make her in-demand bread,
which is significant; Lois isn't rebelling against technology
but moving forward in her own way. In her quest, she gets
help from a club of women all named Lois and enticingly
still-in-touch. A delightful and heartfelt read. (Library

Journal)

Recommended by Sermeng

FICTION
Women Talking: A Novel

Miriam Toews
After more than 300 women in the Mennonite colony of
Molotschna were drugged and raped by men from their
community between 2005 and 2009, eight of the
settlement's women gather secretly to discuss their plan of
action in this powerful novel. Schoolteacher August Epp—
who takes the minutes of the meetings for the women—
tracks every conversation leading to the women's final
decision. Epp's observations are astute, and through him
readers are able to see how carefully and intentionally the
women think through their life-changing decision. This is an
inspiring and unforgettable novel. (Publishers Weekly)
“An intense, immersive, powerful read.” – Nina

The Wife and the Widow

Christian White
When her husband, John, fails to return from an overseas
business trip, Kate starts to dig into his past, and realizes
that he was tormented by a terrible secret. He wasn't in
London but at his childhood summer cottage on a remote
island, dredging up the past. When Kate learns that John
has been murdered, she travels to the island for answers.
Meanwhile, island resident Abby must face the shocking
possibility that her husband Ray may be capable of
murder. White exceeds readers' expectations with strong,
complex protagonists and notable secondary characters
who are well developed. The plot never stops and the
clever twist is thrilling. (Library Journal)
Recommended by Stephanie

